
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                     
 
                               FreeFlow Tutorial Part 7: Envelopes 
 
 
This is a “quick tutorial” to help people understand the new FreeFlow.
 The best part is that if you have used the old version then this will be 
even easier to understand and use.     If you have never used iWay, you 
should still find this very ‘user friendly’. It is put together in a “wizard” type 
format…if you just follow the instructions and fill in your information, page 
by page, you will likely be successful the very first time. In any event, the 
learning curve for this version is much shorter and easier than in ‘version 
2.5’.    We hope you will find this tutorial to be helpful and, as always, thank 
you for your interest in FreeFlow    PLEASE NOTE...for envelopes we will 
usually require the original artwork from one of the accepted file formats in FreeFlow
 or an actual hard copy sample. Scanned images will result in 
diminished image quality & are not generally usable. 



 
 
After logging in, we will upload the artwork….Click ‘Start Ordering’ under “Print 
Documents from Your Computer” 



 
 
Click on ‘Browse’ to find your file….. 



 
 
From “Your Folder” (meaning wherever you keep your files) we'll select the 
‘iWayEnvelopeExample.doc’ file. Click ‘Open’…. 



 
 
The file shows up here, in the ‘Browse’ window. Click ‘Continue’.  



 
 
Next, we select the job type. Click on ‘Envelopes’.  Click ‘Continue’. 



 
 
Notice something looks a bit different here….The ‘Subtype’ drop down menu shows a number rather 
than a written description. This is due to the complexity of describing the various different types of 
envelopes available. We have included a detailed description that is invisible at first glance….to see 
it, click on ‘For additional properties click here’. 
….Next page, please 



 
 
Notice that the window has expanded to show more detail. A ‘Note’ is now visible that includes all the 
details of the envelope type. In this example, we see envelope subtype ‘01’, along with its description. 
There are more than 70 envelope subtypes available! The drop-down menu at ‘Page Size’ will only 
show ‘Custom’ or the actual size of the envelope subtype selected. Select the “non-Custom” size 
shown to see all the proper dimensions of the particular envelope. Be sure to check all other relevant 
job properties to make sure they are correct *including Black & White in color channels…..Click ‘Continue’. 
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Here are the ‘printing options’. It generally is not necessary to select “Scale to Fit Job 

Size” when ordering envelopes. It may be a helpful tool if the original font size is too large, 
but we will generally scale it to the envelope size when we have it printed. If you want a 
specific type/font size, be sure to include a note (in ‘Enter a note’ section of ‘Edit Properties’). 
Click ‘Continue’….. 



 
 

As with other jobs, it converts to PDF. When done, click ‘Continue’….. 



 
 
The artwork for envelopes is often done on a document size other than common envelope sizes. iWay 
can detect this and will inform you. You can “Click here to review these problems”…….. 



 
 
You can use the space provided to enter any ‘Special Instructions’ regarding making the artwork fit 
the envelope size or you can select the “I understand the print-related problems…….”  checkbox to 
authorize us to find a good fit and solution. Most find the latter selection to be the easiest….. 
When done, click ‘Continue’. 



 
 
You now see the ‘Job Preview’. This is like an ‘electronic proof’…please check it to be sure your 
artwork is accurate. It is normal if the size proportions seem un-even. You can click ‘Add to Cart (and 
Checkout)’. From here on it is the same process as any other order.  



Thank you for visiting our new FreeFlow version 3 tutorial. This should 
get you acquainted with the most common features and differences 
from the older version 2.5 iWay system. If you feel you would like 
more training, help or have a question, please contact Patrick 
Angsten at patrick.angsten@xerox.com. , 858-650-0829 or 619-247
-6879 
 Thank you! 




